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Coaching the High Jump	


Joe Boesso, 2011 IHSA 2A High Jump State Champion	




Glenbard South High School 
•Located 23 miles west of Chicago 
•Student body of 1375, 2A division of the IHSA 
•Considered a very small school in Western Suburbs 
•Member of the Metro Suburban Conference 
•Past conferences included: DVC, SPC, WSC 
•These affiliations created a great CC/Track environment 
•Average 24 on CC Team, 80 on Track Team 
•Fieldhouse with 160 M. Indoor Track, Outdoor Track 
•Weight Room 
 



Glenbard South All-Time “Top 10” 
1.  Loren King               6’ 10”       1996 
2.  Joe Boesso        6’ 7”       2011 
3.  Mike Gallagher       6’ 5”       1996 
4.  Doug Shinneman      6’ 5”       1976 
5.  Tim Hoon          6’ 5”       1976 
6.  Bill Moore        6’ 4”       1983 
7.  Mark Szymczak       6’ 3”       1986 
8.  Dan Jordan        6’ 3”       1986 
9.  Chris Sirota        6’ 3”       2010 
10.  Five tied at 6’ 2”	  



Who Influences You? 
Beg, Borrow, Steal!	  

*Will Davis, Jump Coach at Illinois State 
*Lee Halberg, Springfield Lanphier & Glenbard South 
*Mike Garcia, Springfield Lanphier High School 
*Gary Haupert, Thornwood High School 
*Don Hartlaub, Plainfield Central 
*Tom Roderick, St. Charles East & NCC 
*Gwen Wentland, Kansas State 
*Boo Schnexayder 
*Sue Humphries 
*My Former Athletes!! 

 



The High Jump	  
      The high jump is taking horizontal speed and 

transferring it to vertical height.  The high jump is 
a study of math and physics.  Sir Isaac Newton 
said it best, “For every action there is an equal and 
opposite reaction.  Things happen for a reason.  
We need to help the athlete discover these reasons.  
I am a firm believer in keeping things simple.  As 
the athlete advances in there career things can 
become more technical. 

 



High Jump Breakdown 
•The Approach 
•The Take-Off 
•Bar Clearance 
•Drills 
•Corrections 
•Practice/Meet Tips 
 



The Approach 
•If you don’t get the approach right you will not have to worry 
About clearing the bar.  Chances are you won’t make it. 
•The approach is about 90% of the jump 
•Beginners to experienced 
•The J-Approach 
 (Builds speed, Curve/Maintain Speed, prepare to launch) 
•Finding initial mark (Reverse-J, approximate starting point) 
•Measure for consistency, write it down! (Use Gym lines) 
•How Far?  Usually 8’-14’ from standard, 8-10 strides back 
•Smooth, consistent, fast with a tight curve 
•Tempo and Rhythm are key 
 



The Approach 
•Start from a stationary position.  No fluff! 
•Visualize jump.  If you think long you think wrong! 
•Jumpers will usually use an 8-10 step approach 
•5 on the straight, 5 on the turn.  Mark 5th step, Coaches mark 

•Push off with take-off foot 
•Start slowly and build up speed 
•Run tall, initiate curve on 5th step 
•Run the curve leaning away from bar 
•It’s cross-over steps on the curve 
•Head & eyes up, Focal point above bar 
 
 





Measuring the Approach 
10’	  

50’	  110’	  

•One you have found initial mark triangulate the approach 
•This will give the jumper a consistent starting point 
•It will take 2-3 people to establish mark 
•Standard out.  Usually 8’-14’ from standard 
•Back to starting point 
•Starting point back to standard 
•Write the marks down 
•Conditions may force changes in starting point 

Cross Bar	




13’	  1”	   10’	  	  0”	  

23’	  1””	  

Takeoff	  Point	  



The Take-off 
•Get Vertical, It’s a high jump not a long jump 
•The last 2-3 steps the athlete gradually lowers their hips 
•Convert horizontal forces (speed) to vertical forces (height) 
•Body is is a two plane angle (back & in) 
•Take of mark inside standard.  Not middle of the bar. 
•Focal point above bar 
•Foot angle 
•Drive knee parallel to ground (Volleyball drill) 
•Solid blocking action.  (Hip in pocket) 
 
 



 
 



 
 



Bar Clearance 
•Once in the air there is little the jumper can do to save a bad 

approach/takeoff 
•Get into position:  knees apart, heels together, head over shoulder 
•Retract the landing gear 
•When laying out get hands to the side 
•Everything is tight and close to the body (Ice Skater) 
•One hips have passed the bar move chin to chest 
•When chin goes to chest the butt will drop and feet will flip up 
•Jumper should land on shoulders and upper back and roll through 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



Drills 
•Straight approach, curved approach 
•Scissor Jumps 
•Backing Drills:  off the group and off a box 
•Ramp jumping 
•Circle drill 
•Figure 8’s 
•All types of curve running, 3 Pt line, serpentine 
•Hurdle work.  Helps develop consistency. 
 
 
 

 



Circles & Figure Eight’s 
 
 
 
 

Example:  14’	


Use the distance from the crossbar as the radius of the circle	

Work on lean & running mechanics	


Maintain speed, posture and integrity	

	


Example:  14’	




3 Pt. Arc Runs 
 
 
 
 



Circles & Figure Eight’s 
 
 
 
 



Backing Drills off Ground 
 
 
 
 



Backing Drills off Box 
 
 
 
 



Scissor’s 
 
 
 
 



Ramp Jumps 
 
 
 
 



Hurdle Hops 
 
 
 
 



Hurdle Hops 
 
 
 
 



Faults & Corrections 
 
 
 
 

•Inconsistent approach (Circle Drills & Hurdling) 
•Inconsistent curve  (Too deep or cuts curve early) 
•Uneven acceleration pattern 
•Speed too fast or too slow (Come up short, blow through bar) 
•Taking off too far down the bar 
•Taking off too close to the bar 
•Taking off too far away from bar 
•Jumping into bar (Ride it out) 
•Poor blocking action, signaling 
•Angle of foot & hips at take-off 
 •Looking forward (I can see your face) 
•Chin to chest to soon 
•Knees together (Knees apart, heels together) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



Tips 
•Don’t jump until the jumper is in ready/in shape 
•Don’t jump too often, work on all phases 
•Stop when things are bad!   
•Develop phrases or coaching cues that work for you 
(Stay back, over the top, retract the landing gear, tempo & flow) 
•Know the rules & keep track of misses 
•Understand the importance of the first attempt 
•Measure you steps as soon as you get to meet 
•Make adjustments based on facility & conditions 
•Hurdle!  Get involved in other events 
•Video Tape, Great resource, You Tube 
•Find other quality resources (Google High Jump) 
 
 
 

 



Questions? 
	


Andy Preuss	

630-301-9274	


andypreuss@gmail.com	



